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CTA’s Red Ahead program — a comprehensive initiative for maintaining, modernizing, and expanding Chicago’s
most-traveled rail line — includes two large-scale and challenging capital projects at each end of the route. The
unique and complex construction challenges associated with two of the program’s projects, the new CTA Wilson and
95th street stations, will be explored.
At the north end, the $203 million Wilson Station Reconstruction Project is modernizing a 94-year-old stationhouse
and about a quarter-mile of more than 100-year-old track structure. The project includes about 2,200 feet of
elevated tracks, signals and supporting infrastructure, engineering a long clear-span of Broadway at a severe angle,
and maintaining service on a four-track line and busy rail station throughout the project. When the project is
complete later this year, riders will have a modern, spacious and ADA-accessible station that will be a new transfer
point for Red and Purple Line Express trains.
Meanwhile, at the south end of the Red Line, the $280 million 95th Street Terminal Improvement Project is one of
the largest station reconstructions in CTA’s history, creating a signature station featuring a modern design and
myriad customer amenities. The project reconstructs the existing station and bus terminal, while building a second
stationhouse and bus terminal across 95th St, linked by an overhead pedestrian bridge and at platform level. This
work must be completed not only without unduly affecting Red Line service (including access to the train yard
beyond the station), and within the constraints of the expressway median where the line is located, but also over the
lanes of one of Chicago’s busiest freeways.
The presentation will focus on the basic logistics of building major stations, as well as the particular challenges of
these projects, while still providing adjacent rail service and how these logistics impact cost and schedule.
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